Discussion Project on COVID-19 Claims

- IAIABC Claims Measures seeks to provide a broad overview of workers’ compensation claims metrics across jurisdictions.
- Informal/sharing collecting of COVID claims information among IAIABC jurisdictional members.
- How can injury reporting data be used to answer questions about COVID claims.
2020 Snapshot: COVID WC Claims

COVID-19 WC Claims Filed in 2020 (20 U.S. States)

258,873

California, Florida, and Texas

67.7%

Median Denial Rate (15 U.S. States)

35.4%
State Dashboards & Reports: California

See: https://www.cwci.org/CV19claims.html
State Dashboards & Reports: Minnesota

Worker illnesses peaked in November

Number of CV-19 claims by reported week and week of illness onset

See: https://www.dli.mn.gov/updates
% COVID WC Claims to Total WC Claims (CY 2020)
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[Bar chart showing the percentage of COVID WC claims to total WC claims for different states, with states listed from left to right: California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin.]
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